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Abstract—This work studies a generalized class of restless
multi-armed bandits with hidden states and allow cumulative
feedback, as opposed to the conventional instantaneous feedback.
We call them lazy restless bandits (LRB) as the events of decision-
making are sparser than events of state transition. Hence,
feedback after each decision event is the cumulative effect of
the following state transition events. The states of arms are
hidden from the decision-maker and rewards for actions are
state dependent. The decision-maker needs to choose one arm in
each decision interval, such that long term cumulative reward is
maximized.
As the states are hidden, the decision-maker maintains and
updates its belief about them. It is shown that LRBs admit an
optimal policy which has threshold structure in belief space. The
Whittle-index policy for solving LRB problem is analyzed; index-
ability of LRBs is shown. Further, closed-form index expressions
are provided for two sets of special cases; for more general cases,
an algorithm for index computation is provided. An extensive
simulation study is presented; Whittle-index, modified Whittle-
index and myopic policies are compared. Lagrangian relaxation
of the problem provides an upper bound on the optimal value
function; it is used to assess the degree of sub-optimality various
policies.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
Wireless communication systems often operate in uncertain
environments due to rapidly varying channel conditions and
relative mobility of communicating nodes. Decision making
under uncertainty occurs in the problems of relay selection
[2], relay employment in wireless networks [3], opportunistic
channel sensing and scheduling [4], [5], and downlink schedul-
ing in heterogeneous networks [6].
Let us consider the problem of relay selection in the
following scenario. Consider a wireless relay network with a
source (S), destination (D) and a set of relays denoted by (Ri),
1 ≤ i ≤M − 1. Suppose that the channels between source to
relay and relay to destination operate at different frequencies.
There are M paths or links from source to destination that
include the direct SD link and source-relay-destination links.
Further, channel quality along each of these paths is time
varying. The time is divided into intervals. The objective of a
source is to use N paths out of M in each interval such that
it maximizes the expected long term throughput. The source
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cannot observe the exact channel qualities along each path.
This introduces significant difficulty in decision making (relay
selection); it can be resolved by using a feedback mechanism.
When a certain link is used for transmission, feedback is
available at the end of the interval as ACK/NACK, which
signify success or failure of the message transmission. No
feedback is available from the unused paths. The source forms
a belief about the channel qualities of the used paths based on
the feedback. Using this information, the source selects N
paths in the given interval.
The above application is an example of a sequential decision
problem which can be described abstractly as follows. There is
a decision maker that interacts with a system or environment
through a given set of actions. The environment responds
to each action differently by changing its state and also
generating a reward. The decision maker can fully or partially
observe the environment states and rewards. It’s goal is to
choose actions along the time line to maximize the expected
cumulative reward. Clearly, to this end the decision making
strategy must consider the effect of current action on future re-
wards. Some sequential decision making scenarios exist where
the system is composed of seemingly independent entities.
Also, the statistical behavior of the system (eg. transition
probability matrix, average rewards, etc.) is known to the
decision maker. In such cases, the decision maker needs to
plan which action it would choose when it observes a certain
system state. This is called a planning problem, and it can be
modeled using restless multi-armed bandits.
B. Restless multi-armed bandits (RMAB)
An RMAB has a set of independent arms. At each time
step the decision maker plays a fixed number of arms. The
states of arms evolve independently at each time step. The
play of arms yields state dependent rewards. The arms which
are not played yield no reward. The objective of the decision
maker is to determine the optimal sequence of plays which
maximizes long term discounted cumulative reward. RMAB
was first proposed in [7] as a generalization of the classical
multi-armed bandit problem in [8]. In an RMAB each arm
is a Markov decision process (MDP) or partially observable
Markov decision process (POMDP) depending on whether the
states are fully or partially observable. These processes are
coupled by the constraint that only a fixed number of them
can be activated (played) in a given time step.
2In conventional RMAB models, system state transition and
decision making occur at discrete time instants uniformly
spaced along the time line. The knowledge of the system state
at these instants, provides information that is necessary for
decision making.
In this paper we consider a scenario where the information
gathering of the decision maker is not at par with the variation
of system state. The instants of decision making are sparse
compared to the instants of system state transition. The de-
cision maker does not observe every state transition; instead,
observation of the system takes place only when a decision
needs to be made. This is due to the limited observation
capability of the decision maker. We refer to the information
gathered by this form of observation as cumulative feedback; it
represents the cumulative effect of a series of state transitions.
In the RMAB setting we can say that the bandit is lazy
in gathering information. This model allows multiple state
transitions in one decision epoch. We call such restless bandits
with cumulative feedback as lazy restless bandits.
C. Relay Selection as a Restless bandit problem
The relay selection problem can be modeled as a RMAB
problem. Each source-relay-destination link in a relay network
corresponds to an arm.
We can model each source-relay-destination or source-
destination link using a finite state Markov chain, where each
state represents a certain channel quality. Since the channel
qualities are not exactly observable by the source, the state
of each link is not known. Thus each link can modeled as a
POMDP. Further each link can be assumed to be independent
of others.
While formulating the relay selection problem, two param-
eters play a key role - (1) decision interval, which is the time
length for which each chosen relay is active, (2) slot length,
which is the minimum time length over which the channel
quality is assumed to remain constant. Choosing the decision
interval to be equal to slot length might lead to significant
signaling overhead and also increase delay. Hence, in our
model we will assume that a decision interval consists of
several slots.
Markovian ON-OFF fading models have been used in
literature for formulating such problems in order to account for
temporal correlation of channel quality states during decision
making [4]–[6]. Although an ON-OFF model is a lossy
representation of fading channels, it aids in taking decisions
which are inherently of ‘threshold type’. For example, while
employing a relay the source might require the end to end
signal to noise ratio to cross a certain threshold in order to
ensure quality of service to the end user. Such a requirement
might be abstractly captured by a two state channel model.
Further, in relay selection problem, the duration of using
each relay (length of decision interval) is chosen such that
the signaling overhead corresponding to the relay choice,
is not too high. Hence, it might happen under fast fading
conditions that there are intermediate channel variations during
a single decision interval. This issue is also be addressed in our
model. We believe the analysis of the relay selection problem
using RMABs with two-state model would provide important
insights which can be used for solving the multi-state model.
t = 1
s = 1
Y (1)
2 3 4
s = 2
Y (2)
5 6 t = 7
s = 3
Y (3)
Fig. 1. Conventional model: Instants of state transition, observation and
decision making are at t. Cumulative feedback model: Instants of state
transition are at t, observation and decision making are at s.
II. LITERATURE OVERVIEW AND CONTRIBUTIONS
We now summarize the related literature. The RMAB prob-
lem was first introduced in [7], where the author studied a
heuristic index policy which maps the state of each arm to a
real number, and N arms with highest indices are played at
each time step. This policy is now referred to as Whittle-index
policy. The key ideas involved in obtaining the indices are as
follows. 1) Introduce a Lagrangian relaxation of the original
coupled optimization problem. 2) This allows to decouple the
original problem into sub-problems. Then, it is enough to solve
the single armed bandit problem, where a Lagrangian variable
is introduced as reward for not playing the arm. This can be
interpreted as the subsidy for not playing the arm. 3) It plays
the role of an index.
Motivated from a computational perspective, the linear
programming approach for classical multi-armed bandit was
developed in [9]–[11], and was extended to RMAB in [12]. In
[11], the authors introduce performance measure approach to
model the classical multi-armed bandit problem. It is formu-
lated as an linear program (LP) over an extended polymatroid
constraint set. These constraints follow the conservation laws.
Moreover, a priority index policy is derived using adaptive
one pass greedy algorithm for LP. Similarly, the ideas in
[11] are extended to RMAB in [12]. Here, LP relaxation
is introduced and priority index policies are developed via
primal-dual heuristics.
A generalization of MDPs/RMAB called weakly coupled
Markov decision processes (WC-MDPs) was introduced in
[13]. It consists of M independent MDPs which are coupled
through linking constraints. The objective is to maximize
the long term total cumulative reward subject to the linking
constraints. The Lagrangian relaxation for WC-MDP is intro-
duced and is solved using linear programming algorithms and
subgradient schemes. An extensive analysis of WC-MDP has
been carried out in [14]. In this, an LP based approximate
dynamic programming (LP-ADP) approach to WC-MDP is
introduced. An upper bound to the optimal value function of
WC-MDP that is obtained through LP-ADP, is shown to be
tighter than the Lagrangian relaxation bound. Moreover, it is
shown that the gap between LP-ADP or Lagrangian relaxed
value and optimal solution value is sub-linear in number
of sub-problems. Further, the numerical computations are
performed by column generation simplex algorithm. Recently,
a variation of WC-MDP called decomposable MDPs, have
been studied in [15]. An approximate solution approach based
on a fluid linear optimization formulation is proposed. It is
shown that this formulation provides a tighter bound on the
3optimal value function than the classical Lagrangian relaxation
technique. This is illustrated via numerical examples for multi-
armed bandit problems.
A finite time horizon version of RMAB studied in [16] is
motivated from applications such as dynamic assortment and
applicant screening. Heuristics based on Lagrangian relaxation
of the dynamic program, Whittle index based policy and
modified Whittle index policy are studied. The authors provide
an LP based formulation of the relaxed problem and use a
cutting plane algorithm to solve the Lagrangian dual problem.
Further, an information relaxation bound on the optimal value
function is developed.
Note that finding the optimal solution to a restless multi-
armed bandit problem is known to be PSPACE hard, [17].
However, the Whittle index policy and LP based heuristic poli-
cies are shown to be close to optimal, [11], [12], [18]. Initial
works on RMAB extensively studied models in which states
of the arms are perfectly observable, [19]–[22]. Recently,
RMABs with partially observable states found interest due to
their applicability to problems in communication networks,
[4], [23], [24]. For RMABs with partially observable states,
the Whittle index policy was shown to be nearly optimal in
[4], [25].
The myopic policy for solving RMAB has also been widely
studied. It has been shown to be optimal for some scenarios,
[5], [26]–[28].
RMABs have been used for various applications in across
domains. Some specific applications include recommendation
systems [29], [30], sensor scheduling and target detection
[31], multi-UAV routing for observing targets [32], stochastic
network optimization [24]. Most models assume instantaneous
feedback and their main interest is to study the Whittle-
index or myopic policy. An alternative index policy called
as marginal productivity index was studied by [23], [33].
Marginal productivity index here, is an extension of Whittle-
index with interpretations from marginal productivity theory
used in economics.
The application of RMABs to decision making in cognitive
radio networks was pioneered by Zhao et al. in [26]. Here,
independent and identically evolving (i.i.d.) channels are con-
sidered; perfect state-observability is assumed when channels
are used. It is shown that, myopic policy has a round-robin
structure and is optimal for the case of two channels (M = 2).
Meanwhile, [28], [34] derived conditions for optimality of
myopic policy for arbitrary number of i.i.d. channels (M > 2)
under positively correlated conditions. Later, Liu and Zhao
[4] established the Whittle-indexability for a class of RMABs
which were applicable to problems of opportunistic access
with perfect sensing. Further, they showed the optimality
of Whittle-index policy under certain conditions. In [5], of
the problem of multi-channel access with imperfect sensing
and non-i.i.d. channels was studied; sufficient conditions for
optimality of myopic policy were derived. Recently, [25]
showed asymptotic optimality of Whittle-index policy for the
downlink scheduling problem.
The RMAB model has also been applied to the relay
selection problem, [35]. In this work, perfect observability
of channel states is assumed. The indices are computed by
solving a first order LP relaxation of RMAB developed in
[12].
A common assumption in the above literature that deals
with optimality of Whittle-index or myopic policies is the full
observability of arm states when played. That is, in scenarios
which allow more information to be gathered by playing arms,
more general inferences can be made about the performance
of various policies. This additional information also makes
computation of Whittle-index expressions easier. In recent
work of [36], [37], hidden Markov restless multi-armed bandit
has been studied and Whittle-index policy is used. This model
assumes that arm state is never fully observable but only binary
signals corresponding to each state transition are observed.
In these models, partial observability of states makes it more
challenging to prove indexability of arms and to obtain closed
form index expressions.
Recall that in the current work we allow multiple state
transitions in each decision interval; hence, information about
arms states is even more sparser. This makes claiming indexa-
bility and deriving index expressions intractable in general.
However, when the number of state transitions are quite
large (although finite), tractability of the problem can be
improved by making some assumptions (see Section IV). The
results provided are applicable for any finite number of state
transitions per decision interval.
A. Contributions
1) We propose a novel methodology to solve the problem
of sequential decision making with limited observation
capability. We formulate this as restless multi-armed
bandit with hidden states and cumulative feedback.
2) The proposed model allows multiple system state tran-
sitions during a decision interval. The feedback at the
end of a decision interval is cumulative, that is, it
represents all the state variations in the interval. This
is a generalization of existing models which allow at
most one transition. Hence, our model better represents
rapidly varying channel conditions.
3) We analyze the problem by first studying single-armed
LRBs. We show that for single armed LRBs, the optimal
policy has a threshold structure. Proving an optimal
threshold policy is rendered cumbersome due to partially
observability of states and cumulative feedback infor-
mation. In the process of showing an optimal threshold
policy, we derive various structural properties of the
action value functions for positively correlated arms and
negatively correlated arms.
4) We prove the indexability of a class of lazy restless
bandits with hidden states, under some restrictions on
discount parameter. This is achieved by making use of
the optimal threshold policy result and the properties
of the action value functions. We also expect the result
to hold for more general conditions; supported by a
simulation study.
5) We derive the closed form expression of Whittle-index
for two special cases. Further, we present the Whittle-
index computation algorithm for more general settings.
4This algorithm is based on a two-timescale stochastic
approximation scheme.
6) In order to assess of the degree of sub-optimality of the
Whittle-index policy, an upper bound based on the La-
grangian relaxation is provided. We present an algorithm
to compute this bound; it is based on stochastic finite
difference method.
We also provide a discussion on RMABs as a subset
of the weakly coupled Markov Decsion processes (WC-
MDP) and interpret some results from the literature in
context of the current model.
7) An extensive comparative study of the Whittle-index
policy with other policies such as modified Whittle-
index policy, myopic, uniform random, non-uniform
random and round robin is provided.
The rest of this document is organized as follows. The
system model description is given in Section III, where, an
optimization problem for lazy restless bandits is formulated.
Single-armed LRBs are analysed in Section IV. Procedures
for Whittle-index computation are provided in Section V. A
discussion is WC-MDP is given in Section VI along with
an algorithm to compute the Lagrangian relaxation bound. A
numerical study is provided in Section VII before concluding
in Section VIII.
III. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let us consider a lazy restless multi-armed bandit with
M independent arms. The time-line is divided into sessions
that are indexed by s. Each arm represents a channel/link
in a communication system. We model each channel using
a Markov chain. Each arm has two states, say, good (1) and
bad (0). At any arbitrary time, each arm exists in one of the
two states. Ym(s) ∈ {0, 1} denotes the state of arm m at the
beginning of session s. Let K(> 1) be the number of state
transitions for each arm in a given session; it is finite and
known to the decision maker. The state of each arm evolves
according to a Markov chain. pmi,j represents the transition
probability of arm m from state i to state j, i, j ∈ {0, 1}
and the corresponding transition probability matrix (TPM) is
denoted by Pm = [[pi,j ]]. In a given session s, the decision
maker plays one arm out ofM arms. Am(s) denotes the action
corresponding to arm m in session s. If arm m is played in
session s, then Am(s) = 1 and Am(s) = 0, otherwise. Since
only one arm is played in a session,
∑M
m=1Am(s) = 1.
A reward is accrued at the end of each session from the arm
that is played. It depends on both initial and intermittent states
of the arm, during the session. We denote Rm,i as the average
reward from playing armm which is in state i at the beginning
of the session. No rewards are accrued from arms that are not
played. Rewards are not observable by the decision maker.
Instead, a feedback is received from the arm that is played, at
the end of the session in the form of ACK(1) or NACK(0).
An ACK means a successful session and a NACK means a
failed session. Zm(s) ∈ {0, 1} denotes the feedback signal
that is obtained at end of session s if arm m is played in
session s. This feedback is probabilistic. We define ρm,i :=
Pr{Zm(s) = 1 | Am(s) = 1, Ym(s) = i}, i ∈ {0, 1}, which
is the probability of success from playing arm m which is in
state i at the beginning of the session.
The values of Rm,i are independent of time(session). The
average reward from playing an arm is same in different ses-
sions if the arm begins these sessions in the same state. Further,
rewards Rm,0, Rm,1 depend on the number of transitions
K; and are constant for a given value of K. Similar is the
case for probabilities of success ρm,0, ρm,1. We do not use
any additional notation to emphasize this dependence, as we
assume K is known and constant.
An important assumption here is that, the ordering on
rewards Rm,i is same as the ordering on success probabilities
ρm,i. That is, if Rm,0 < Rm,1, then ρm,0 < ρm,1, and
vice-versa. So, greater average reward means greater success
probability.
Now, the exact state of each arm is not observable by
the decision maker. The decision maker maintains a belief
about the state of each arm. Let πm(s) the probability that
arm m is in state 0 at the beginning of session s given
the history H(s), where H(s) = {A(l), Z(l)}1≤l<s. Thus
πm(s) := Pr (Ym(s) = 0 | H(s)) . The belief πm(s) about
arm m, is updated by the decision maker at the end of every
session s, based on the action taken Am(s) and feedback
received Zm(s).
Let φ := {φ(s)}s≥0 be the policy, where φ(s) : H(s) →
{1, · · · ,M} maps the history up to session s to action of
playing one of the M arms. Let Aφm(s) = 1, if φ(s) = m,
and Aφm(s) = 0, if φ(s) 6= m. The expected reward from
playing arm m in session s is Rm(πm(s)) := πm(s)Rm,0 +
(1 − πm(s))Rm,1. The infinite horizon expected discounted
reward under policy φ is given by
Vφ(π) := E
{ ∞∑
s=1
βs−1
M∑
m=1
Aφm(s) (πm(s)Rm,0
+(1− πm(s))Rm,1)
}
. (1)
Here, β is discount parameter, 0 < β < 1 and the initial belief
π = [π1, · · · , πM ], πm := Pr (Ym(1) = 0) . Our objective is
to find the policy φ that maximizes Vφ(π) for all π ∈ [0, 1]M .
In [7], Lagrangian relaxation of this problem is analyzed by
introducing subsidy for not playing the arm. A solution to the
relaxed problem is obtained by first studying the single-armed
restless bandit.
IV. SINGLE-ARMED LAZY RESTLESS BANDIT
We consider a subsidy η assigned if the arm is not played.
As we are dealing with a single arm, we drop notation m for
convenience. In the view of subsidy η one can reformulate
problem in (1) for single-armed bandit as follows.
Vφ(π) := E
{ ∞∑
s=1
βs−1
(
Aφ(s) (π(s)R0 + (1− π(s))R1)
+η(1−Aφ(s))
)}
(2)
The goal is to find the policy φ that maximizes Vφ(π) for
π ∈ [0, 1], π is the initial belief.
50 1pm0,0
pm0,1
pm1,1
pm1,0No Signal
No Reward
No Signal
No Reward
Arm m is not played in session s (Am(s) = 0)
0 1pm0,0
pm0,1
pm1,1
pm1,0Observe 1 w.p. ρm,0
Reward: Rm,0
Observe 1 w.p. ρm,1
Reward: Rm,1
Arm m is played (Am(s) = 1)
Fig. 2. The state transition probabilities, the reward, and the probability of
ACK (1) being observed are illustrated above when the arm is not played.
Also, the corresponding quantities are illustrated below when the arm is
played.
We now describe the belief update rules. They determine the
properties of the value functions. The following expressions
can be obtained by employing Bayes rule.
1) If a channel is used for transmission in session s and
ACK is received, i.e., A(s) = 1 and Z(s) = 1, then the
belief at the beginning of session s + 1 is π(s + 1) =
γ1(π(s)). Here,
γ1(π(s)) :=
(1 − π(s))ρ1p1,0 + π(s)ρ0p0,0
ρ1(1 − π(s)) + ρ0π(s)
.
2) If a channel is used for transmission in session s and
NACK is received, i.e., A(s) = 1 and Z(s) = 0, then
the belief at the beginning of session s+1 is π(s+1) =
γ0(π(s)), where
γ0(π(s)) :=
(1 − π(s))(1 − ρ1)p1,0 + π(s)(1 − ρ0)p0,0
(1− ρ1)(1− π(s)) + (1− ρ0)π(s)
.
3) If a channel is not used for transmission, i.e., A(s) =
0, then the belief at the beginning of session s + 1 is
π(s+ 1) = γ2(π(s)), where
γ2(pi(s)) := (p0,0 − p1,0)
K
pi(s) + p1,0
(
1− (p0,0 − p1,0)
K
)
1− (p0,0 − p1,0)
.
(3)
This is because the channel is evolving independently,
after K transitions of channel state, we obtain belief as
given in the expression (3).
Arms with p0,0 > p1,0, are called positively correlated as
they tend to cling to their current state and evolve gradually.
Whereas, negatively correlated arms p0,0 < p1,0, tend to
change states more frequently.
Remark 1: We can see from the expression of γ2 in Eqn. (3)
that for fixed value of π, as K → ∞, we get γ2(π) → q,
where q =
p1,0
1−(p0,0−p1,0)
. As mentioned earlier, in this work
we assume K to be finite, although it may be arbitrarily large.
The rate of convergence of γ2 to q depends on (p0,0 − p1,0).
This suggests that for large values of K, we can approximate
γ2(π) with q. If |p0,0−p1,0| is smaller, thenK required for this
TABLE I
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES WHEN DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
p00 − p10 = 0.2, 0.5 AND K = 5, 10
p00 p10 ρ0 ρ1 K γ2(pi) q
0.9 0.4 0 0.95 10 0.80 0.8
0.95 0.45 0 0.95 10 0.9 0.9
0.8 0.3 0.2 0.95 10 0.6 0.6
0.8 0.6 0.2 0.95 5 0.75 0.75
0.5 0.3 0.1 0.9 5 0.375 0.375
approximation is small. In Table. I, we present few examples
where 1) |p0,0 − p1,0|= 0.5, then γ2(π) ≈ q for k = 10, and
2) |p0,0 − p1,0|= 0.2, then γ2(π) ≈ q for k = 5.
We now seek a stationary deterministic policy. From [38], [39],
we know that π(s) is a sufficient statistic for constructing such
policies and the optimal value function can be determined by
solving following dynamic program.
VS(pi) = RS(pi) + β (ρ(pi)V (γ1(pi)) + (1− ρ(pi))V (γ0(pi)))
VNS(pi) = η + βV (γ2(pi))
V (pi) = max{VS(pi), VNS(pi)}. (4)
Here, RS(π) = πR0+(1−π)R1, and ρ(π) = πρ0+(1−π)ρ1.
Given belief π, VS(π) denotes the value (discounted cumu-
lative reward) of the decision to play the arm in current session
and then follow the optimal policy for all future sessions.
Similarly, VNS(π) is the value of the decision to not play
the arm in current session and then follow the optimal policy
for all future sessions.
We next derive structural results for these value functions.
A sketch of proof is provided along with each result. Detailed
proofs for major results can be found in the Appendix. The
following lemma is about the convexity of value functions in
belief π and subsidy η.
Lemma 1:
1) For fixed η, VS(π), VNS(π) and V (π) are convex in π.
2) For fixed π, VS(π, η), VNS(π, η) and V (π, η) are non-
decreasing and convex in η.
Sketch of proof: 1) We know that applying value iteration on an
initial set of functions would produce sequences of functions
VS,n, VNS,n, Vn. Let VS,1(π) = R(π), VNS,1(π) = η and
V1 = max{VS,1, VNS,1}; all of which are convex. Now,
we assume VS,n, VNS,n are convex and show that VS,n+1,
VNS,n+1, are convex. Then, by induction VS,n, VNS,n and
Vn are convex for all n. We know that these sequences of
functions converge uniformly to VS , VNS and V by value
iteration. And the result follows.
2) Proof of the second part can also be claimed using similar
argument. The detailed proof is given in Section A,B of the
Appendix.
We first provide structural results for positively correlated
arms. Later we will study negatively correlated arms.
A. Positively correlated arm
Let us start by looking at the properties of belief update
functions; they will be useful while proving the computing
the Whittle index.
6Lemma 2: For positively correlated arm, i.e., p0,0 > p1,0,
the belief updates γ0(π), γ1(π) and γ2(π) are increasing in π.
Further, γ1(π) and γ0(π) are convex and concave, respectively.
Also, p1,0 ≤ γ1(π) ≤ γ0(π) ≤ p0,0.
The proof can be claimed by looking at the signs of the first
and second derivatives of these functions.
Lemma 3: For a positively correlated arm (p0,0 > p1,0) with
a fixed subsidy η, β ∈ (0, 1),the value functions V (π), VS(π)
and VNS(π) are decreasing in π.
Sketch of proof: Assume that VS,n, VNS,n and Vn are non
increasing in π. We need to show, Vn+1(π) ≥ Vn+1(π
′)
for π′ > π. We know RS(π) > RS(π
′). Let u =
[Vn(γ0(π)), Vn(γ1(π))], v = [1 − ρ(π), ρ(π)]T and v′ =
[1−ρ(π′), ρ(π′)]T .We see stochastic ordering v′ 6s v. Hence,
uv ≥ uv′ by the property of stochastic ordering (6s). After
some algebra it follows that Vn+1(π) ≥ Vn+1(π′). Similarly,
we can argue for VNS(π).
See Section C of Appendix for detailed proof.
Notice that the difference between action value functions,
VS(π) − VNS(π) gives the advantage of playing over not
playing, for belief state π. We will show that this function
is decreasing in belief.
Lemma 4: For fixed subsidy η, and p0,0 > p1,0. the function
(VS − VNS)(π) is decreasing in π for any of the following
conditions
1) For large K, i.e. γ2(π) ≈ q,
2) For any K > 1, when, 0 < p0,0 − p1,0 <
b
5 and β ∈
(0, 1), where, b = min
{
1, R1−R0
ρ1−ρ0
}
,
3) For any K > 1, when, β ∈ (0, b/5).
Sketch of proof: Part 1) For large K, the approximation
γ2(π) ≈ q makes VNS(π) independent of π. Further, from
Lemma 3, VS is decreasing in π for positively correlated arms.
Hence, the result follows.
For Parts 2) and Part 3), the key ideas involved in the proof are
as follows. (1) We first bound the derivatives of VS , VNS and
V w.r.t. π, (see Lemma 9 in Section D of the Appendix).
This is also called as the Lipschitz property of the value
functions. The Lipschitz constant is explicitly calculated. (2)
Then, we show that the derivative of VS − VNS w.r.t. π is
negative under the given conditions. One might consider the
right partial derivatives at points where any of the functions are
non-differentiable. For an arbitrary K, we claim a decreasing
advantage of playing by imposing conditions on either the
transition probabilities or the discount factor.
The detailed proof can be found in Section D of the
Appendix.
The following lemma gives the properties of belief update
functions for negatively correlated arms. These properties are
complementary to those of positively correlated arms. That is,
if γ(.)(π) is increasing, convex for positively correlated arms,
it is decreasing, concave for negatively correlated arms.
Lemma 5: For negatively correlated arm, i.e., p0,0 < p1,0
the belief updates γ0(π), γ1(π) are decreasing in π. Further,
γ1(π) and γ0(π) are concave and convex, respectively. Also,
p0,0 ≤ γ0(π) ≤ γ1(π) ≤ p1,0.
The proof can be claimed by looking at the signs of the first
and second derivatives of these functions.
The advantage of playing, (VS − VNS)(π) decreases with
belief, even in case of negatively correlated arms.
Lemma 6: For fixed subsidy η, and p0,0 < p1,0, the
difference function (VS − VNS)(π) is decreasing in π under
any of the following conditions
1) For any K > 1, when, 0 < p1,0 − p0,0 <
b
5 and β ∈
(0, 1),
2) For any K > 1, when, β ∈ (0, b/5), where, b =
min
{
1, R1−R0
ρ1−ρ0
}
.
Remark 2:
• Note that for negatively correlated arms, VS is not neces-
sarily decreasing in π, unlike their positively correlated
counterparts. Hence, it is difficult to prove that VS−VNS
is decreasing in π, even for part 1 of Lemma 6 (the case
of large K, γ2(π) ≈ q.)
• So, the same lengthy procedure used for proving
Lemma 4-part 2, 3 is needed to prove all the parts of
Lemma 6.
B. Threshold policy and Indexability
We now define a threshold type policy and we will show that
the optimal policy is threshold type for single armed bandit.
Definition 1: A policy is called as a threshold type for single
armed bandit if there exists πT ∈ [0, 1] such that an optimal
action is to play the arm if π ≤ πT and to not play the arm
if π ≥ πT .
Theorem 1: For fixed subsidy η, β ∈ (0, 1), the optimal
policy for single-armed bandit is of a threshold type for each
of the following conditions.
1) If K is large i.e., γ2(π) ≈ q.
2) For any K ≥ 1, if 0 < p0,0 − p1,0 < b/5.
3) For any K ≥ 1, if 0 < p1,0 − p0,0 < b/5.
4) For any β ∈ (0, b/5), where, b = min
{
1, R1−R0
ρ1−ρ0
}
.
Proof: From the preceding Lemma 4 and Lemma 6, we
know that (Vs(π) − VNS(π)) is a decreasing in π. Further,
VS(π) and VNS(π) are convex in π. This implies that there
exists a either πT ∈ [0, 1] such that VS(πT ) = VNS(πT ) or
VS(π) > VNS(π) for all π, or VS(π) < VNS(π) for all π.
This leads to desired result.
We expect that the optimal policy is of threshold type even
when the conditions in Theorem 1 are not valid. However, it
is difficult to prove this in general. We illustrate this threshold
structure for general conditions ρ0 < ρ1, R0 < R1 and β ∈
(0, 1), using a numerical example in Section VII-A.
We here define the indexability and will show that a single-
armed bandit is indexable. Using exact threshold-type policy
result, we define the following.
Pβ(η) := {π ∈ [0, 1] : VS(π, η) ≤ VNS(π, η)} .
It is a set of belief state π for which the optimal action is to
not to play the arm, i.e., A(s) = 0. From [7], we state the
definition of indexability.
Definition 2: A single-armed restless bandit is indexable if
Pβ(η) is monotonically increases from ∅ to entire state space
[0, 1] as η increases from −∞ to∞, i.e., Pβ(η1)\Pβ(η2) = ∅
whenever η1 ≤ η2.
70 1 ππT
‘Play’ ‘Not play’
Fig. 3. In a threshold type policy, the optimal action shifts from ‘play’ to
‘not play’ at piT . If piT moves left as the subsidy η increases, then the bandit
can be called indexable.
To show indexability, we require to prove that a threshold πT
is a monotonic function of η. We state the following lemma
from [36].
Lemma 7: Let πT (η) = inf{π ∈ [0, 1] : VS(π, η) =
VNS(π, η)}. If
∂VS(π,η)
∂η
∣∣∣∣
π=πT (η)
< ∂VNS(π,η)
∂η
∣∣∣∣
π=πT (η)
, then
πT (η) is monotonically decreasing function of η.
Sketch of proof:Assume that πT (η) < πT (η
′) for η < η′. For
given η and πT (η), we have VS(πT (η)) = VNS(πT (η)). Using
this we obtain VS(πT (η
′))− VNS(πT (η′)) ≥ 0 at η′ = η + ǫ
for some ǫ ∈ (0, c), c < 1. This implies ∂VS(π,η)
∂η
∣∣∣∣
π=πT (η)
>
∂VNS(π,η)
∂η
∣∣∣∣
π=πT (η)
. This contradicts our if statement, thus we
have πT (η) is monotonically decreasing function of η.
Note that the value function may not be differentiable as
function of η; the right partial derivative is used in this case.
It exists due to convexity of value function in η and rewards
are bounded.
We now use Definition 2 and Lemma 7 to show that a
single-armed restless bandit in our setting is indexable under
the conditions in Theorem 1.
Theorem 2: If ρ0 < ρ1, R0 < R1, and β ∈ (0, 1/3), then,
a single-armed restless bandit is indexable .
Sketch of proof: First, we bound the derivatives of VS , VNS
and V with respect to η. This bound is given as 11−β . Then,
we show that for β ∈ (0, 1/3), the conditions for monotonicity
of πT (η) in η, given in Lemma 7 are satisfied.
The detailed proof can be found in the Section E of the
Appendix. We believe that the indexability result is true more
generally, where, we do not require any assumption on β.
This restriction on β is required here because of difficulty
in obtaining closed-form value function expression. But, for
specific conditions such as ρ0 = 0, ρ1 = 1, and K > 1, we
can derive closed-form expressions of value functions and we
can obtain conditions for indexability without any assumption
on β. We illustrate indexability of arms under more general
conditions using a numerical example in Section VII-A.
V. WHITTLE INDEX CALCULATIONS FOR SPECIAL CASES
We first define the Whittle-index and later we provide index
formula. In the following, we use VS(π, η), VNS(π, η) instead
of VS(π), VNS(π), to emphasize their dependence on subsidy
η.
Definition 3 ( [7]): If an indexable arm is in state π, its
Whittle-index W (π) is
W (π) = inf{η ∈ R : VS(π, η) = VNS(π, η)}. (5)
The basic idea used for this computation is as follows. If
the optimal policy has threshold structure, then, the Whittle-
index W (π) for belief π is the subsidy required such that π is
the threshold, i.e. VS(π,W (π)) = VNS(π,W (π)). So, we are
required to obtain the action value function expressions, equate
them and solve for W (π). These expressions are obtained
using the following idea. We know that for any π′ > π,
V (π′) = VNS(π
′) and for every π′ < π, V (π′) = VS(π
′).
Now, we use the recursive definition of action value functions
given by the dynamic program in (4). Then, we use the
properties of the belief update functions γ’s to evaluate the
expressions.
We provide expressions of Whittle-index for positively
correlated arms, i.e., p0,0 > p1,0,. We do this for two special
cases.
1) Arbitrary K, ρ0 = 0 and ρ1 = 1.
2) K is large, i.e., γ2(π) ≈ q, R0 = ρ0 = 0, and 0 <
R1 = ρ1 < 1.
Recall that, K is known to the decision maker and it does
not vary. Also, if ρ0 = 0 and ρ1 = 1 for an arm, an ACK
would mean that the session started in state 1 and a NACK
would mean that it started in state 0. On the other hand, for
the case ρ0 = 0 and ρ1 < 1, we can conclude from an ACK
that the arm was in state 1 at the session beginning; no such a
conclusion cannot be made from a NACK. For general cases
we provide an algorithm to compute the index. It is motivated
from stochastic approximation algorithms. We consider four
intervals,A1, A2, A3, and A4, as shown in Fig. V; we compute
the index for each interval separately. These intervals were
derived on the basis of the direction in which a belief π is
pulled by the different belief update functions γ0, γ1 and γ2.
The derivations for the following expressions can be found in
Section F of the Appendix.
0 1 πp1,0 q p0,0
A1 A2 A3 A4
Fig. 4. The different cases to calculate W (pi).
A. Whittle-index for Case 1): arbitrary K, p0,0 > p1,0, ρ0 =
0, ρ1 = 1.
1) For π ∈ A1,
W (pi) = RS(pi) = R1 + pi(R0 −R1).
2) For π ∈ A2,
W (pi) =
RS(pi)(1− β) [1− β(pi − p1,0)]
1− β[1 + (1− β)(pi − p1,0)]
.
3) For π ∈ A3
W (pi) =
D(pi)− βD(γ2(pi))
1 + βB(γ2(pi))−B(pi)
,
where, B(pi) = βc[pi(1 − b) + b], and D(pi) = RS(pi) +
β[(1− pi)(a+ bd) + pid]
a =
RS(p1,0)
1− β(1− p1,0)
, b =
βp1,0
1− β(1− p1,0)
,
a1 =
βtRS(γ
t
2(p0,0))
1− βt+1γt2(p0,0)
, b1 =
βt+1(1− γt2(p0,0))
1− βt+1γt2(p0,0)
c =
f
1− bb1
, d =
a1 + b1a
1− bb1
, f =
1− βt
(1− β)(1− βt+1γt2(p0,0))
84) For π ∈ A4,
W (pi) = mpi + c1 − β(mγ2(pi) + c1);
m =
R0 −R1
1− β(p0,0 − p1,0)
, c1 =
R1 +mβp1,0
1− β
.
B. Whittle-index for Case 2): Large K, γ2(π) ≈ q.
Here, we assume that p0,0 > p1,0, and K is large, that is
γ2(π) ≈ q, R0 = ρ0 = 0, and 0 < R1 = ρ1 < 1.
The index formula for each interval is given as follow.
1) For π ∈ A1, the Whittle-index W (π) = ρ(π).
2) For π ∈ A2, we consider following cases.
a) if γ0(p1,0) ≥ π, then, the Whittle-index is
W (pi) =
ρ(pi)
1− β(ρ(p1,0)− ρ(pi))
.
b) if γ0(p1,0) < π but γ
2
0(p1,0) ≥ π then, Whittle-
index W (π) = ρ(π)
C1
. Here,
C1 = 1− β(ρ(p1,0)− ρ(pi))− β
2(ρ(γ0(p1,0))− ρ(pi))
+β2ρ(γ0(p1,0))ρ(p1,0).
3) For π ∈ A3, obtaining index is tedious, and this has to
be computed numerically by using Algorithm 1.
4) For π ∈ A4, the Whittle-index is,
W (pi) = mpi(1− β(p0,0 − p1,0)) + (1− β)c− βp1,0m,
where m = −ρ11−β(p0,0−p1,0) , and c =
ρ1+
−βp1,0ρ1
1−β(p0,0−p1,0)
1−β .
We omit the derivation of expressions for Case 2 due to
space constraints. They can derived using similar procedure
as Case 1.
C. Algorithm for Whittle-index computation
We now present an algorithm for computing Whittle-index
in a general case. Here, for a given π ∈ [0, 1], assume that
it is the threshold and compute index W (π). Start at t = 0
with an initial subsidy η0 and run the value iteration algorithm
to compute action value functions VS(π, η0) and VNS(π, η0).
The subsidy η0 incremented or decremented proportionally
with the difference VS(π, η0) − VNS(π, η0) and a learning
parameter α, as follows
ηt+1 = ηt + α(VS(π, ηt)− VNS(π, ηt)).
The algorithm terminates when the difference |VS(π, ηt) −
VNS(π, ηt)|< h, where h is the tolerance limit. See Algo-
rithm 1 below for details. Here, we use two timescales, one
for updating the subsidy and the other for updating value
functions. The α parameter is chosen such that, subsidy ηt is
updated at a slower timescale compared to the value iteration
algorithm that computes VS(π, ηt) and VNS(π, ηt). This is a
two-timescale stochastic approximation algorithm and is based
on similar schemes studied in [40], [41]. In [40, Chapter 6],
the convergence of a two-timescale stochastic approximation
algorithm was discussed.
Algorithm 1: Whittle-index computation for single arm
Input: Reward values R0, R1; Initial subsidy η0,
tolerance h, step size α.
Output: Whittle’s index W (π)
for π ∈ [0, 1];
ηt ← η0;
while |VS(π)− VNS(π)|> h do
ηt+1 = ηt + α(VS(π, ηt)− VNS(π, ηt));
t = t+ 1;
compute VS(π, ηt), VNS(π, ηt);
end
return W (π)← ηt;
VI. RELAXATIONS OF RESTLESS MULTI-ARMED BANDITS
A body of literature on Markov decision processes focuses
on a linear programming (LP) approach to solving problems
involving weakly coupled Markov decision processes (WC-
MDP). In this section, we discuss results from the literature
about the bounds on the optimal value function for WC-MDP
and their implications for RMABs. The first bound comes from
the Lagrangian relaxation of the WC-MDP problem, while the
other comes from approximate dynamic programming (ADP).
A. LP approach to POMDP
A POMDP can be seen as an MDP with a uncountably
infinite state space. The following is the dynamic program
(DP) for a POMDP. A function V that satisfies the following
equation ∀pi ∈ SΠ is the optimal value function of the
POMDP. Here, pi is a belief state which is a vector with
components that sum to 1, and Api is its set of actions. Let
SΠ be the belief space which is a simplex and SO is the set
of possible observations.
V (pi) = max
a∈Api
{
Ra(pi) + β
∑
o∈SO
V (Γo(pi)) Pr(o|pi,a)
}
(6)
An LP formulation of the above DP is as follows. Given
ν(pi) > 0, ∀pi ∈ SΠ,
min
V (.)
∫
SΠ
ν(pi)V (pi)dpi
s.t V (pi) ≥ Ra(pi) + β
∑
o∈SO
Pr(o|pi,a)V (Γo(pi)),
∀ a ∈ Api,pi ∈ SΠ. (7)
Note that this program is infinite dimensional LP, [42][Chapter
6].
B. Weakly coupled POMDPs (WC-POMDPs)
In this set up there are a set of POMDPs which are coupled
together through a set of linear constraints. Clearly, RMABs
with partially observable states fit in this scenario; each arm
is a POMDP.
Let pi be a belief state, o is observation, SO is the set of
observations. In case of WC-POMDPs, a belief state pi is an
element of a polymatroid belief space SΠ. This is unlike the
9case of a POMDP where the belief space is a simplex. The
feasible action set for belief state pi ∈ SΠ is
Api =
{
a ∈ {0, 1}M :
M∑
m=1
am = N
}
.
Note that Api here considers the coupling constraint specific
to RMABs. In general WC-MDPs allow linear inequality
constraints.
C. Bounds for Weakly coupled POMDPs (WC-POMDPs)
We now discuss bounds on the optimal value function for
weakly coupled POMDPs and their implications for RMABs
with hidden states. The first bound comes from the Lagrangian
relaxation of the weakly coupled MDPs problem, while the
other comes from approximate dynamic programming (ADP).
These bounds are derived using linear programming (LP)
formulations. The dynamic program for an RMAB with par-
tially observable states that is formulated as a weakly coupled
POMDP problem is given by
V (pi) = max
a∈Api
{ M∑
m=1
Ram(πm)+
β
∑
o∈SO
Pr(o|pi,a)V (Γo(pi))
}
(8)
for pi ∈ SΠ. This can be cast as an LP along with the coupling
constraint.
H(ν) = min
V (.)
∫
SΠ
ν(pi)V (pi)dpi
s.t. V (pi) >
M∑
m=1
Ram(πm) + β
∑
o∈SO
Pr(o|pi,a)V (Γo(pi))
∀pi ∈ SΠ. (9)
Remark 3: The infinite dimension linear program formula-
tions for POMDP and RMAB are prohibitively complex to
solve computationally. Hence, we can employ grid approxi-
mation of the belief space to bring tractability to the problem.
The problem is then reduced to an POMDP with finite belief
states; results from existing literature can be directly applied.
Note that the set of observations remains unaltered by grid
approximation.
In the following, we present some results from [13], [14],
on Lagrangian and ADP relaxations bounds for the weakly
coupled MDPs. We utilize them to assess the degree of sub-
optimality of heuristic index policies used for RMABs.
We first describe the Lagrangian bound on the optimal
value function of RMAB with hidden states, defined over a
grid approximation of the belief state space. To avoid use
of additional symbols, we utilize the same notation for the
discretized version of the problem; SΠ for the belief state
space, pi for belief, etc.
1) The Lagrangian Bound: The Lagrangian relaxation of
dynamic program (8) decouples the weakly-coupled POMDPs
into optimization over single POMDPs, this is given as by
V λ(pi) = max
a
{ M∑
m=1
Ram(πm) + λ
(
N −
M∑
m=1
am
)
+ β
∑
o∈SO
V λ(Γo(pi))
M∏
m=1
Pr(om|πm, am)
}
(10)
s.t. am ∈ {0, 1},m ∈ {1, ...,M}.
The following lemma is [14, Proposition 1]; it states that the
value function of the Lagrangian relaxed RMAB can be written
as the summation of value functions for individual arms.
Lemma 8:
V λ(pi) =
Nλ
1− β
+
M∑
m=1
V λm(πm), (11)
V λm(πm) = max
a∈{0,1}
{
Ram(πm)− λam
+ β
∑
om∈SOm
V λm(Γom(πm)) Pr(om|πm, am)
}
.
(12)
Also, V λ(pi) is convex and piecewise linear in λ. Now,
optimizing over Lagrangian variable λ gives
V λ
∗
(pi) = min
λ≥0
V λ(pi).
Further, the optimal value function V (pi) ≤ V λ
∗
(pi). This
provides the Lagrangian relaxation bound. One can use linear
programming schemes to compute the bound, where optimiza-
tion is taken over both V (·) and λ; the LP formulation is as
follows.
Hλ
∗
(ν) = min
V (.),λ
Nλ
1− β
+
M∑
m=1
∑
πm∈SΠm
ν(πm)Vm(πm),
s.t. Vm(πm) > Ram(πm)− λam
+ β
∑
om∈SOm
V λm(Γom(πm)) Pr(om|πm, am) (13)
Alternatively, the Lagrangian bound can be computed using a
stochastic finite difference scheme. We present this scheme in
Section VI-D as Algorithm 3.
2) The ADP bound: We now discuss the bound that can be
obtained from approximate dynamic programming. The LP
approach to ADP was developed for MDPs in [43]. It was
later extended to WC-MDPs in [13], [14]. In this formulation,
WC-POMDPs are decoupled by employing the ADP method,
where a linear approximation of the value function is used.
The value function is of the form V (pi) ≈ θ +
M∑
m=1
Vm(πm).
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The closest LP based approximation of the value function will
be the solution of the following LP (see [14, Section 2.4].
HADP (ν) = θ +min
V (.)
M∑
m=1
∑
πm∈SΠm
Vm(πm),
s.t. θ(1− β) +
M∑
m=1
Vm(πm) >
M∑
m=1
Ram(πm)+
β
M∑
m=1
∑
om∈SOm
V λm(Γom(πm)) Pr(om|πm, am),
∀pi ∈ SΠ, {a ∈ {0, 1}
M :
M∑
m=1
am = N}. (14)
One of the main findings in [14] is H(ν) 6 HADP (ν) 6
Hλ
∗
(ν) for any ν > 0. This suggests that the LP based ADP
bound is tighter than the Lagrangian bound. Moreover, bounds
on the relaxation gaps i.e., the distance of each bound from
the optimal is given as follows.
H
λ(·)(ν)−H(ν) 6
(N + 1)E∗ +Ω
1− β
;HADP (ν)−H(ν) 6
Ω′
1− β
Here E∗, Ω, Ω′ depend on problem parameters and E∗ can
be bounded by a constant. When Ω, Ω′ are sub-linear in M,
the average relaxation gap per arm goes to zero as the number
of arms (M) increases.
Remark 4:
In the preceding discussion, both the Lagrangian and ADP
bounds uses linear programming algorithms for computation.
In our formulation, we are dealing with a grid approximation
of an uncountable state space. Hence, as the number of arms
increases, the number of variables and constraints becomes
too large in LP which increases computational complexity.
Stochastic sub-gradient scheme is an alternative which is com-
putationally less expensive, but it may be slower to converge.
Also note that for RMABs which play one arm at a time, both
the Lagrangian bounds and ADP bounds are equal.
D. Computation of the Lagrangian Bound (Lb)
We now present an algorithm for computation of the La-
grangian bound; it is based on stochastic finite difference
scheme and value iteration. For a given multiplier λ, the
Lagrange relaxed value function is given in (11). Here, each
component V λm is equivalent to the value function of the
single armed bandit problem corresponding to arm m; this
can be computed using value iteration. As we are dealing
with a continuous state space due to partial observability,
uniform grid approximation of the belief space is considered.
A variant of value iteration known as Gauss-Seidel value
iteration (GSVI) is used for value function computation.
GSVI converges faster than classical value iteration [44], as
it substitutes updated values for states as soon as they are
computed. For the case of a POMDP this becomes Gauss-
Seidel value approximation (GSVA), described in Algorithm 2.
Here, SΠG is the grid approximated belief set with granularity
δ, i.e., distance between successive belief points is δ. In grid
approximation, the continuous belief space is mapped to the
finite set SΠG using nearest neighbour approximation (NNA).
Also recall SO is the set of all observations including ‘no
observation’. Now, for a given λ, the Lagrange relaxed value
function can be computed by employing Algorithm 2,M times
- once for each arm. To find the Lagrangian bound, we need
to find λ∗ which minimizes this value in Eqn. (11). This is
achieved using a stochastic finite difference scheme which is
described in Algorithm 3. There are two steps involved in this
scheme. First, we compute the value of the bound in Eqn. (11)
for a given λ, by value iteration (GSVA). In the second step,
we compute the finite difference approximation of the sub-
gradient which is used to update λ. The stopping criterion is
that estimated sub-gradient falls below the tolerance δ.
Convergence : The quantity gλt computed in Algorithm 3 is a
finite difference approximation (FDA) of the subgradient. It is
a well known result (see [45, Chapter 8]) that the subgradient
can be written as the sum of its FDA and an additive error
δǫ. And, δǫ → 0 as ǫ → 0, where ǫ is the denominator
term of the FDA. In Algorithm 3, this can be ensured by
assigning a small value to the parameter α. The convergence of
Algorithm 3 to the global minima of the Lagrangian function
in Eqn. (11) can be argued using the idea of two-timescale
stochastic approximation. Notice that in computation of the
bound, there are two time scales (discrete) involved. Along
one time scale the value V λt of the bound is updated by value
iteration while keeping λt constant. Along the second time
scale, the update of λt happens. Hence, the second time scale
is slower compared to the first. It is a well known result in
stochastic approximation that, such two-timescale algorithms
converge if the sequence αt is decreasing,
∑
t αt = ∞ and∑
t α
2
t < ∞. This convergence is almost sure as shown in
[40, Chapter 6, Theorem 2]. If αt is replaced with a small
constant value α, there is convergence with high probability.
For details, see [40, Chapter 9, Section 9.3].
VII. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION
A. Threshold policy and Indexability
We begin by illustrating the threshold type structure of opti-
mal policy and indexability of LRBs through an example. The
parameters used are p0,0 = 0.2, p1,0 = 0.9, R0 = ρ0 = 0.3,
R1 = ρ1 = 0.9, K = 3 and β = 0.99. In Fig. 5 we
plot the action value functions VS(π) and VNS(π) for two
values of subsidy η. Although the parameters used do not
satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1, the optimal policy has
threshold structure. As the subsidy increases, the threshold
moves towards the left, thus increasing the set of beliefs for
which not-playing is the optimal action; this means the arm
is indexable, by definition. We conjecture that lazy restless
bandits are indexable under conditions ρ0 < ρ1, R0 < R1
and β ∈ (0, 1). We now present a few numerical examples
and compare different policies. The policies compared are 1)
Whittle-index policy (WI)– plays the arm with highest Whittle-
index in each session, 2) modified Whittle index policy (MWI)
- plays the arm with highest modified Whittle index 3) myopic
policy (MP)– plays arm with highest immediate expected
reward in each session, 4) uniformly random (UR), 5) non-
uniform random (NUR)– plays arm randomly with distribution
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Algorithm 2: Gauss-Seidel Value Approximation (GSVA)
for POMDP
Input: Ram,0, R
a
m,1, a ∈ {0, 1},η, ρm,0, ρm,1, Pm, for
m = 1, ...,M ; belief update functions Γ′s;
tolerance h, discount factor β, step size α, grid
granularity δ.
Output: V (π), ∀π ∈ SΠG
initialization t = 0, V 0 =
ρm,0
1−β ;
while do
for π ∈ SΠG do
Find Sπ6 = {o ∈ SO, a ∈ Aπ|Γ
a
o(π) 6 π},
Sπ> = {o ∈ SO, a ∈ Aπ|Γ
a
o(π) > π},
Compute
Γˆao(π) = NNA(Γ
a
o(π),SΠG), ∀o ∈ SO, a ∈ Aπ ,
r0(π) = η, r1(π) = R(π)
Compute
V t+1(pi)← max
a∈Api
{
ra(pi) + β
[ ∑
o∈Spi
6
Pr(o|pi, a)V t+1(Γˆao(pi))
+
∑
o∈Spi>
Pr(o|pi, a)V t(Γˆao(pi))
]}
,
π ← π + δ,
end
if ‖V t+1 − V t‖1 6 h then
V ← V t+1,
break;
else
V t ← V t+1
t← t+ 1,
continue;
end
end
return V
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a) For η = 0.5, piT (η) = 0.72 b) For η = 0.6, piT (η) = 0.58
Fig. 5. The optimal choice of action switches from playing to not-playing at
a belief threshold piT (η), where, VS(piT (η)) = VNS(piT (η)). The threshold
moves left as subsidy η is increased from 0.5 in a) to 0.6 in b), implying
indexability of the arm.
derived from current belief and 6) round robin (RR)– plays arm
in round robin order. Further, we will also compare the value
obtained by these policies to the Lagrangian upper bound on
the optimal value.
Modified Whittle index: Modified Whittle index (MWI)
defined in [16, Section 4.3] is an alternative to Whittle index
that is less computationally complex. It was defined for a
finite horizon MDP, and can be computed recursively through
a series of Bellman operations. Hence, these indices depend on
Algorithm 3: Lagrangian bound (Lb) computation for
RMAB
Input: Rm, ρm, Pm for m = 1, ...,M ; belief update
functions γ′s; Initial Lagrange multiplier λ0,
tolerance δ, discount factor β, step sizes αt.
Output: Lagrangian bound V λ
∗
(π), λ∗
initialization t = 1, λt = λ0, V
λ = N1−β min{Rm,0} ;
while do
Compute V λtm ← GSV A(Rm, λt, ρm, Pm,Γ, β), for
m = 1, ..,M,
V λt ← Nλt1−β +
M∑
m=1
V λtm ,
gλt ←
V λt−V λ
λt−λt−1
,
if |gλt | 6 δ then
V λ
∗
← V λt , λ∗ ← λt,
break;
else
V λ ← V λt ,
λt+1 ← λt + αtgλt ,
t← t+ 1,
continue;
end
end
return V λ
∗
, λ∗
both state and time, unlike the Whittle index which depends
only on the state. For a single armed bandit, MWI mt(π)
at time t for belief state π is the difference between action
value functions (for playing and not playing) computed till
that time. We need to compute MWI for large time horizons
(T = 500, 1000) to provide for a fair comparison with Whittle
index which is defined for infinite time horizon.
MATLAB was used for performing simulations. In these
simulations, the arms start in a random state with a given
initial belief about the state of the arm. In each session one
arm is played according to the given policy of study. Reward
from the played arm is accumulated stored at the end of each
session. Later, these rewards are averaged over L iterations
(sample paths of states).
We shall compare the discounted cumulative rewards ob-
tained from each of the policies as a function of session num-
ber. Another parameter of interest while comparing various
policies is the arm choice fraction which is defined as follows.
Let 1m,s,l be the indicator variable if arm m is played in
session s, and lth iteration. Then Nm,l :=
1
Smax
∑Smax
s=1 1m,s,l,
where Smax number of sessions for which simulations are
performed. Further, this fraction is averaged over L iterations.
We call this as the choice fraction of arm m corresponding to
the policy under study.
We illustrate five numerical examples. In first two examples,
we assume that K is large, i.e., γ2(π) = q. For the last three
examples we have a more general setting. We compare% value
gain of various policies with uniform random policy as the
baseline. First, we shall look at an example which compares
the current model that considers multiple transitions K > 1
per decision interval to the K = 1 model in [36] that allows
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only transition. In order to make this comparison, whenever
we use P as the transition matrix for an arm with the current
model, PK will be the corresponding matrix for that arm with
the K = 1 model.
B. Example-0 : A six armed bandit
We choose ρ0 = 0, ρ1 = 1 for all arms, K = 10,
p0,0 = 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.8
p1,0 = 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.6
R0 = 0.1 0.25 0.3 0 0.15 0.2
R1 = 1 0.85 0.8 1 0.95 0.9
Whittle indices were computed using the expressions pre-
sented in Section V. Fig. 6 shows that the current model gives
a better cumulative reward compared to previous model in
[36]. It can also be seen that the arm choices turn out to be
different.
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Fig. 6. Example-0: a) discounted cumulative rewards as function of sessions
for Whittle policy from current model and previous model [36], b) arm choice
fraction for each arm. Number of transitions per session K = 10.
C. Example-1 : Arms with similar reward structure and sta-
tionary behavior
In this scenario, all the arms have identical reward from
play of that arm and K is large. Also, all the arms have same
qm = 0.45, except for arm 9, i.e. q9 = 0.4. We use following
set of parameters: ρ0 = R0 = 0, ρ1 = R1 = 0.9,
p0,0 = [0.45, 0.50, 0.51, 0.57, 0.63, 0.66, 0.69, 0.75, 0.78, 0.87]
p1,0 = [0.45, 0.41, 0.40, 0.35, 0.30, 0.28, 0.25, 0.20, 0.15, 0.10].
In Fig. 7-a) we can see the discounted cumulative reward as
function of session number, plotted for various policies along
with the Lagrangian bound Lb. Table II gives the average value
generated by various algorithms with stationary probabilities
of arms as the initial beliefs. In this case, the discounted
cumulative reward obtained by Whittle-index policy (WI) is
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Fig. 7. Example-1: a) discounted cumulative rewards as function of sessions
for different policies and b) arm choice fraction for each arm with different
policies. In this scenario, the modified Whittle index policy performs same as
the Whittle index policy
TABLE II
EXAMPLE-1: VALUE FOR DIFFERENT POLICIES; pi(1) = q.
Lb WI MWI MP NUR RR Random
72 65.52 65.44 61.73 50.53 49.88 49.91
similar to that of Modified Whittle-index policy (MWI), and
higher than is higher than that of myopic policy (MP) and other
policies. In Fig. 7-b),we can see arm choice fractions of all
arms under different policies. Notice the tendency of WI and
MWI to prefer a smaller subset of arms, {9, 10} as compared
to other policies. This behavior might be because they account
for future rewards through the action value functions.
D. Example-2 : Positively and negatively correlated arms
In this example, we consider a more generic parameter set
for which no index expressions are available. This set consists
both of positively and negatively correlated arms unlike other
examples. Whittle indices were computed using Algorithm 1.
We use,
p0,0 = [0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.8, 0.6, 0.3, 0.3, 0.2, 0.25, 0.2],
p1,0 = [0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.3, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.5, 0.45, 0.7],
ρ0 = [0.2, 0.1, 0.15, 0.3, 0.25, 0.3, 0.2, 0.2, 0.3, 0.1],
ρ1 = [0.8, 0.9, 0.85, 0.9, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.9, 0.7, 0.9],
R0 = [0.1, 0.25, 0.3, 0, 0.15, 0.2, 0.35, 0.25, 0.1, 0.3],
R1 = [1, 0.85, 0.8, 1.0, 0.95, 0.9, 0.75, 0.85, 1.0, 0.8].
From Table III, WI is closer to the Lagrangian bound. Also
note the change in the performances of MWI relative to WI
and myopic policies, in contrast to Example-1.
TABLE III
EXAMPLE 2: AVERAGE VALUE GENERATED BY VARIOUS POLICIES FOR
THE SAME INITIAL BELIEF (RANDOMLY CHOSEN),K = 3.
Lb WI MP MWI NUR RR Random
71.68 70.25 68.26 67.87 60.79 60.08 59.68
E. Example-3 : Effect of multiple state transitions K .
In this example, we study the effect of K on the
performance of various policies. Here, M = 15 channels
were used. For the first 10 channels, K = 20, for which
γ2(π) ≈ q. For next 5 channels, K is varied from 1 to 5.
Further, we assumed Rm,0 = ρm,0 = 0. Other parameters are
given below.
p0,0 = [0.50, 0.45, 0.45, 0.78, 0.6, 0.6, 0.7, 0.7, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.6,
0.7, 0.5, 0.35],
p1,0 = [0.41, 0.4, 0.35, 0.15, 0.55, 0.5, 0.5, 0.6, 0.3, 0.25, 0.2, 0.2,
0.2, 0.3, 0.25],
ρ1 = [0.9, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 1.0, 1.0,
1.0, 1.0, 1.0],
R1 = [0.9, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.7,
0.85, 0.6, 0.7].
Table IV and Fig. 8 summarize the performance of various
policies. In this case, WI almost reaches the Lagrangian bound
Lb. The performance of MWI is in between that of WI and
myopic policy.
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TABLE IV
EXAMPLE 3: AVERAGE VALUE GENERATED BY VARIOUS POLICIES.
INITIAL BELIEF - RANDOM.
Lb WI MWI MP NUR RR Random
62.49 60.48 58.00 55.48 45.35 44.25 44.22
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Fig. 8. Example-3: a) The discounted cumulative reward verses session
number for different policies and b) arm choice fraction for each arm with
different policies. Notice the index policy almost reaches up to the Lagrangian
upper bound on optimal value.
F. Example-4 : Effect of inaccurate estimates of K .
In this example, we simulate a situation where the decision
maker does not know the exact values of K, and proceeds
with an inaccurate estimate Ke for all arms. We use the
same parameters as Example-3. For arms 1 to 10 the value
K = 20, while, for arms 11 to 15 respectively have K values
1, 2, 3, 4, 5. However, as these values are unknown, the value
Ke in used in decision making.
Table V gives the Lagrangian bound along with the average
value generated by the index and myopic policies for inac-
curate estimates Ke. The ordering on the performances is the
same as in Example-3. Table V shows the relative gains of the
TABLE V
EXAMPLE 4: AVERAGE VALUE GENERATED BY VARIOUS POLICIES FOR
INACCURATE ESTIMATESKe, OF K.
Ke = 1 2 3 4 5 10
Lb 61.07 62.12 62.43 62.63 62.84 63.04
WI 59.59 59.89 60.43 60.56 60.65 60.74
MWI 56.29 56.98 57.38 57.44 57.47 58.25
MP 55.13 55.31 55.46 55.47 55.78 55.73
policies when inaccurate estimates Ke are used for decision
making. There are only minor changes in the performances
of policies compared to those in Table IV where correct K
values are known and used for decision making.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, the problem of restless multi-armed ban-
dits with cumulative feedback and partially observable states
was formulated. Such bandits are called lazy restless bandits
(LRB). This model is can be applied for sequential decision
making in scenarios where instants of decision making are
sparser than instants of system state transition. LRBs are
indexable and the Whittle indices can be computed using a
two-timescale stochastic gradient algorithm. An upper bound
on the optimal value function is provided by the Lagrangian
relaxation of the problem. Numerical simulations show that
Whittle-index policy is almost optimal, comes close to the
upper bound in some instances. The performance of modified
Whittle-index policy is found to vary widely with problem
instances. It performs as good as the Whittle-index policy in
some instances, worse than myopic policy in some others.
It would also be interesting to extend the index policies for
RMABs with multiple states that are hidden . Other directions
for future work include a more detailed study of modified
Whittle index and LP based heuristics as alternatives com-
putationally lighter alternatives to Whittle-index policy. Also,
restless bandits with constrained or intermittently available
arms would make a useful study.
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APPENDIX
We provide proofs for the case ρm,0 < ρm,1 and Rm,0 <
Rm,1. Recall, we had assumed that the ordering on rewards
Rm,i is same as the ordering on success probabilities ρm,i.
That is, if Rm,0 < Rm,1, then ρm,0 < ρm,1, and vice-versa.
Note that a result claimed by assuming Rm,0 < Rm,1, can
also be claimed for the opposing case Rm,0 > Rm,1, using
the same proof techniques. The subscript m is dropped in the
analysis of single armed bandits, ρi and Ri are used.
A. Proof of Lemma 1 - Part 1)
First we prove convexity of the functions VS(π), VNS(π)
can be proved using induction. It then follows that V (π)
is convex. Let VNS,1(π) = η, VS,1(π) = RS(π) =
πR0 + (1− π)R1, V1(π) = max{VS,1(π), VNS,1(π). Clearly,
VNS,1(π), VS,1(π) and in turn V (π) are convex in π. Assume
this convexity claim holds for VNS,n(π), VS,n(π). Now,
VS,n+1(pi) = RS(pi) + βρ(pi)Vn(γ1(pi))
+ β(1− ρ(pi))Vn(γ0(pi))
VNS,n+1(pi) = η + βVn(γ2(pi))
Vn+1(pi) = max{VS,n+1(pi), VNS,n+1(pi)}.
Define
b0 := [(1− pi)(1− ρ1)p10 + pi(1− ρ0)p00,
(1− pi)(1− ρ1)(1− p10) + pi(1− ρ0)(1− p00)];
b1 := [(1− pi)ρ1p10 + piρ0p00,
(1− pi)ρ1(1− p10) + piρ0(1− p00)];
|| b1 ||1 = piρ0 + (1− pi)ρ1 ≡ ρ(pi);
|| b0 ||1 = 1−piρ0 − (1− pi)ρ1 = 1− ρ(pi).
Now, VS,n+1(π) can be rewritten as
VS,n+1(pi) =RS(pi)+β||b1||1Vn
(
b1
||b1||1
)
+β||b0||1Vn
(
b0
||b0||1
)
We know that Vn (π) is convex. Using Lemma 2 from
[46], ||b1||1Vn
(
b1
||b1||1
)
is also convex. This implies that
VS,n+1 is a sum of convex functions and hence convex.
Similarly, VNS,n+1(π) = η + βVn(γ2(π)). Here, Vn(π) is
convex and γ2(π) is linear. Hence, VNS,n+1(π) is convex. It
follows that Vn+1(π) is convex. By principle of induction,
VS,n(π), VNS,n(π) and Vn(π) are convex for all n. From [47]
Chapter 2, as n → ∞, VS,n(π) → VS(π), VNS,n(π) →
VNS(π) and Vn(π) → V (π). This means that the functions
VS , VNS , V are convex in π.
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B. Proof of Lemma 1 - Part 2)
This result too can be claimed using the induction principle.
To emphasize that subsidy η is a variable, value functions are
rewritten as VS(π, η), VNS(π) and V (π, η). For a fixed π,
let VNS,1(π, η) = η, VS,1(π, η) = RS(π) = πR0 + (1 −
π)R1, and V1(π, η) = max{RS(π), η}. Clearly, all the above
functions are convex and non-decreasing in η. Now suppose
VS,n(π, η), VNS,n(π, η) and in turn Vn(π, η) are convex.
VS,n+1(pi, η) = RS(pi) + βρ(pi)Vn(γ1(pi), η)
+ β(1− ρ(pi))Vn(γ0(pi), η)
VNS,n+1(pi, η) = η + βVn(γ2(pi), η)
Vn+1(pi, η) =max{VS,n+1(pi), VNS,n+1(pi)}.
Here, VNS,n+1(π, η) is non-decreasing convex in η because
it is a sum of two non-decreasing convex functions in η.
Further, VS,n+1(π, η) is sum of a constant function and a
convex combination of two non-decreasing convex functions;
hence it is convex non-decreasing. By induction VS,n, VNS,n
and Vn are non-decreasing convex for any n ≥ 1. As in
part 1) of this lemma, as n → ∞, VS,n(π, η) → VS(π, η),
VNS,n(π, η) → VNS(π, η) and Vn(π, η) → V (π, η). This
means that the functions VS , VNS , V are convex and non-
decreasing in η for fixed π. 
C. Proof of Lemma 3
The proof is done by the principle of induction. Assume
that Vn(π) is non increasing in π. Let π
′ > π and consider
playing the arm is optimal. Then
Vn+1(pi) = RS(pi) + β [ρ(pi)Vn(γ1(pi)) + (1− ρ(pi))Vn(γ0(pi))]
Here RS(π) = πR0 + (1 − π)R1. Note that RS(π) is
decreasing in π, i.e. RS(π
′) < RS(π) whenever π
′ > π.
Hence we get
Vn+1(pi) ≥ RS(pi
′) + β [ρ(pi)Vn(γ1(pi)) + (1− ρ(pi))Vn(γ0(pi))] .
(15)
From our assumptions p00 > p10 and ρ1 > ρ0, we get a
stochastic ordering (6s) on observation probabilities, i.e., [1−
ρ(π′), ρ(π′)]T 6s [1−ρ(π), ρ(π)]T . Also, γ0(π) ≥ γ1(π); and
as Vn(π) is decreasing in π, Vn(γ0(π)) ≤ Vn(γ1(π)). Then,
using a property of stochastic ordering [39, Lemma 1.1] along
with (15), we obtain
Vn+1(pi) ≥ RS(pi
′)+β
[
ρ(pi′)Vn(γ1(pi)) + (1− ρ(pi
′))Vn(γ0(pi))
]
.
Now that γ0, γ1 are increasing in π and Vn is decreasing in
π, we have
Vn+1(pi)≥RS(pi
′)+β
[
ρ(pi′)Vn(γ1(pi
′))+(1−ρ(pi′))Vn(γ0(pi
′))
]
≥ Vn+1(pi
′).
This is true for every n. From [38], we know Vn(π) →
V (π) as n → ∞. Thus V (π) is decreasing in π. Similarly,
when not playing the arm is optimal, it is clear that Vn+1(π) =
η+Vn(γ2(π)) ≥ Vn+1(π′), for π′ > π, as γ2 is increasing in
π for positively correlated arms. Likewise, the same stochastic
ordering argument for showing VS is decreasing in π. 
D. Proof of Lemma 4
1) Part 1) - For large K: Let d(π) := VS(π) − VNS(π).
We want to prove that d(π) decreasing in π. This im-
plies that we need to show VS(π) − VNS(π) < VS(π′) −
VNS(π
′), whenever π > π′. That is to show VS(π) −
VS(π
′) < VNS(π)− VNS(π′).
In our setting VNS(π)−VNS(π′) = 0 whenever γ2(π) = q
and this is true for large values of k. We know for positive
correlated arms, VS(π) − VS(π′) < 0, as VS is decreasing in
π. Hence, the claim follows. 
2) Parts 2),3) - for any K > 1: To prove VS − VNS is
decreasing with π, we need the following result.
Lemma 17: The functions
∣∣∣∂V (π)∂π ∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∂VS(π)∂π ∣∣∣ and ∣∣∣∂VNS(π)∂π ∣∣∣
≤ κc(ρ1 − ρ0), when, β <
1+b
4 or 0 < |p0,0 − p1,0|<
1+b
4 .
Here κ = 11−β|p0,0−p1,0| , b = min
{
1, R1−R0
ρ1−ρ0
}
and c =
max
{
1, R1−R0
ρ1−ρ0
}
Proof 1: We prove this by induction. We provide the proof
for the case p0,0 > p1,0, i.e., positively correlated arms. The
same procedure also works for p0,0 < p1,0, i.e. negatively
correlated arms. Also, notice that κ ≥ 1.
1) VS,1 = RS(π), VNS,1 = η and so, V1(π) =
max{RS(π), η}. Clearly, as all the functions are convex,
| ∂V1(π)
∂π
|≤ κc(ρ1 − ρ0). q
2) Assume
∣∣∣∂Vn(π)∂π ∣∣∣ < κc(ρ1 − ρ0).
3) Now,
VS,n+1(π) = RS(π) + βρ(π)Vn(γ1(π))
+β(1− ρ(π))Vn(γ0(π))
VNS,n+1(π) = η + βVn(γ2(π))
Vn+1(π) = max{VS,n+1(π), VNS,n+1(π)}.
∂VS,n+1(pi)
∂pi
=(R0 −R1)+
β(ρ1 − ρ0) [Vn(γ0(pi))− Vn(γ1(pi))]+
βρ(pi)
∂Vn(γ1(pi))
∂pi
γ
′
1(pi)+
β(1− ρ(pi))
∂Vn(γ0(pi))
∂pi
γ
′
0(pi).
(16)
Substituting γ
′
1(π) =
ρ1ρ0(p0,0−p1,0)
(ρ(π)2) and γ
′
0(π) =
(1−ρ1)(1−ρ0)(p0,0−p1,0)
(1−ρ(π))2 ,
∂VS,n+1(pi)
∂pi
= (R0 −R1)+
β(ρ1 − ρ0) [Vn(γ0(pi))− Vn(γ1(pi))]+
β
∂Vn(γ1(pi))
∂pi
ρ1ρ0(p0,0 − p1,0)
(ρ(pi))
+
β
∂Vn(γ0(pi))
∂pi
(1− ρ1)(1− ρ0)(p0,0 − p1,0)
(1− ρ(pi))
.
4) Bound: We know that ρ(π) ∈ [ρ0, ρ1] and 1 − ρ(π) ∈
[1−ρ1, 1−ρ0]. Substituting in above equation, we have
∂VS,n+1(pi)
∂pi
≤ (R0 −R1)
+ β(ρ1− ρ0) [Vn(γ0(pi))−Vn(γ1(pi))]
+ β
∂Vn(γ1(pi))
∂pi
ρ1(p0,0 − p1,0)
+ β
∂Vn(γ0(pi))
∂pi
(1− ρ0)(p0,0 − p1,0).
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From the assumption in Step 2), we can conclude that
Vn(γ0(π)) − Vn(γ1(π)) ≤ κc(ρ1− ρ0)(γ0(π)− γ1(π)).
Further we have γ0(π)−γ1(π) ≤ p0,0−p1,0. Using this,
we have
∂VS,n+1(pi)
∂pi
≤ (R0 −R1) + β(ρ1 − ρ0)
2
κc(p0,0 − p1,0)
+ βκc(p0,0 − p1,0)ρ1(ρ1 − ρ0)
+ βκc(p0,0 − p1,0)(1− ρ0)(ρ1 − ρ0)
≤ (R0 −R1)
+ (ρ1 − ρ0){βκc(p0,0 − p1,0)[1 + 2(ρ1 − ρ0)]}
≤ (R0 −R1) + (ρ1 − ρ0){3βκc(p0,0 − p1,0)}
Rewriting the R.H.S. of the above inequality, we obtain
∂VS,n+1(π)
∂π
≤ κc(ρ1−ρ0){−b+4β(p0,0−p1,0)} (17)
where, b = min
{
1, R1−R0
ρ1−ρ0
}
and c =
max
{
1, R1−R0
ρ1−ρ0
}
. If β < (1+b)4 or 0 < p0,0 − p1,0 <
(1+b)
4 , then, |−b+ 4β(p0,0 − p1,0)|≤ 1. Now, it follows
that
∣∣∣∂VS,n+1(π)∂π ∣∣∣ ≤ κc(ρ1 − ρ0). Hence, by principle of
induction, the claim is true for all n > 0. By the property
of the value function that limn→∞ VS,n(π) = VS(π), it
follows that
∣∣∣∂VS(π)∂π ∣∣∣ < κc(ρ1 − ρ0).
5) Similarly,
∂VNS,n+1(π)
∂π
= β
∂VNS,n(γ2(π))
∂(γ2(π))
γ
′
2(π)
≤ βκc(ρ1 − ρ0)(p0,0 − p1,0)
K
≤ κc(ρ1 − ρ0).
Hence, by principle of induction, the claim is true
for all n > 0. By the property of value function
that limn→∞ VNS,n(π) = VNS(π), it follows that∣∣∣∂VNS(π)∂π ∣∣∣ < κc(ρ1 − ρ0). 
Now, consider d(π) = VS(π)−VNS(π). It is enough to show
∂V (π)
∂π
< 0.
∂d(pi)
∂pi
=
∂VS(pi)
∂pi
−
∂VNS(pi)
∂pi
From (17), we have
∂VS(pi)
∂pi
≤ κc(ρ1 − ρ0){−b+ 4β(p0,0 − p1,0)}
∂VNS(pi)
∂pi
≥ −βκc(ρ1 − ρ0)|p0,0 − p1,0|
K
.
∂d(pi)
∂pi
≤ κc(ρ1 − ρ0){−b+ 4β(p0,0 − p1,0)}
+ βκc(ρ1 − ρ0)|p0,0 − p1,0|
K
≤ κc(ρ1 − ρ0){−b+ 5β(p0,0 − p1,0)}
In the R.H.S of above inequality, {−b+5β(p0,0−p1,0)} < 0
when, 0 < p0,0 − p1,0 <
b
5 or β <
b
5 . Also,
b
5 <
1+b
4 , ∀b > 0.
Hence, under these conditions VS − VNS is decreasing in π.

E. Proof of Theorem 2
Using induction technique, one can obtain the following
inequalities.∣∣∣∣∂V (pi, η)∂η
∣∣∣∣,
∣∣∣∣∂VS(pi, η)∂η
∣∣∣∣,
∣∣∣∣∂VNS(pi, η)∂η
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 11− β
Also,
∂VS(pi, η)
∂η
= β
[
ρ(pi)
∂V (γ1(pi), η)
∂η
+
(1− ρ(pi))
∂V (γ0(pi), η)
∂η
]
∂VNS(pi, η)
∂η
= 1 + β
∂V (q, η)
∂η
.
Now taking differences
∂VNS(pi, η)
∂η
−
∂VS(pi, η)
∂η
= 1 + β
∂V (q, η)
∂η
−
β
[
ρ(pi)
∂V (γ1(pi), η)
∂η
+ (1− ρ(pi))
∂V (γ0(pi), η)
∂η
]
From Lemma 7, we require the above difference to be non-
negative at πT (η). This reduces to the following expression.[
ρ(pi)
∂V (γ1(pi), η)
∂η
+(1−ρ(pi))
∂V (γ0(pi), η)
∂η
]
−
∂V (q, η)
∂η
<
1
β
.
(18)
Note that we can provide upper bound on LHS of above
expression and it is upper bounded by 2/(1 − β). If β <
1/3, Eqn. (18) is satisfied. πT (η) is decreasing in η. Thus
indexability claim follows. 
F. Index computation for arbitrary K, p0,0 > p1,0, ρ0 =
0, ρ1 = 1.
1) For π ∈ A1, VS(π) = RS(π) + β(1 − π)V (p1,0) +
βπV (p0,0). Assuming the threshold is at π, we have
V (p1,0) = VNS(p1,0) and V (p0,0) = VNS(p0,0). Fur-
ther, for any π < q, γ2(π) > π.
VNS(pi) = η + βV (γ2(pi)) = η + βVNS(γ2(pi))
= η + β(η + βVNS(γ
2
2(pi)))
= η(1 + β + β2 + ...+ βt−1) + βtVNS(γ
t
2(pi))).
As t→∞, γt2(π)→ q. And it follows that VNS(π) =
η
1−β . Further, putting above equations together we have
VS(π) = RS(π) + β
η
1−β . Because π is the threshold,
the subsidy η required such that VS(π) = VNS(π) is the
index W (π). Hence, we get W (π) = RS(π).
2) For π ∈ A2, Assume that the threshold is at π. Hence,
V (p1,0) = VS(p1,0) and V (p0,0) = VNS(p0,0). And
VS(π) = RS(π) + β(1 − π)VS(p1,0) + βπVNS(p0,0).
Further,
VS(p1,0) = RS(p1,0) + β(1− p1,0)VS(p1,0)
+ βp1,0VNS(p0,0)
VS(p1,0) =
RS(p1,0)
1− β(1− p1,0)
+
βp1,0
1− β(1− p1,0)
VNS(p0,0)
≡ a+ bVNS(p0,0).
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Now, just as in the previous interval, it can easily be
shown for any π ∈ A2, that, VNS(π) =
η
1−β . Now,
VS(p1,0) = a+
bη
1−β. Then, we have
VS(pi) = RS(pi) + β(1− pi)
(
a+
bη
1− β
)
+ β
η
1− β
.
Equating VS and VNS , we get
W (pi) =
(1− β)[RS(pi) + β(1− pi)a]
1− β[pi + (1− pi)b]
. (19)
3) For π ∈ A3,
VS(pi) = RS(pi) + β(1− pi)VS(p1,0)
+ βpiVNS(p0,0)
VS(p1,0) = RS(p1,0) + β(1− p1,0)VS(p1,0)
+ βp1,0VNS(p0,0).
Hence,
VS(p1,0) =
RS(p1,0)
1− β(1− p1,0)
+
βp1,0
1− β(1− p1,0)
VNS(p0,0)
≡ a+ bVNS(p0,0).
Further,
VNS(p0,0) = η + βV (γ2(p0,0))
= η(1 + β + ...+ βt−1) + βtV (γt2(p0,0))
= η
1− βt
1− β
+ βtV (γt2(p0,0))
≡ ηe+ βtV (γt2(p0,0))
where, t = inf{l ≥ 1 : γl2(p0,0) ≤ π}. Then,
V (γt2(p0,0)) = VS(γ
t
2(p0,0)). Now,
VS(γ
t
2(p0,0)) = RS(γ
t
2(p0,0)) + β(1− γ
t
2(p0,0))VS(p1,0)
+ βγt2(p0,0)VNS(p0,0)
Let γt2(p0,0) ≡ g2. Now,
VNS(p0,0) = ηe+ β
t[RS(g2) + β(1− g2)VS(p1,0)
+ βg2VNS(p0,0)]
=
ηe
1− βt+1g2
+
βtRS(g2)
1− βt+1g2
+
βt+1(1− g2)
1− βt+1g2
VS(p1,0)
≡ ηf + a1 + b1VS(p1,0)
Using above equations,
VNS(p0,0) = ηf + a1 + b1VS(p1,0)
= ηf + a1 + b1[a+ bVNS(p0,0)]
VNS(p0,0) =
a1 + b1a
1− bb1
+
ηf
1− bb1
≡ ηc+ d.
VS(p1,0) = a+ b(ηc+ d) = ηbc+ a+ bd.
VS(pi) = RS(pi) + β(1− pi)[ηbc+ a+ cpi] + βpi[ηc+ d]
= RS(pi) + β[(1− pi)(a+ bd) + pid]
+ ηβc[pi + (1− pi)b]
≡ D(pi) + ηB(pi).
Using above equations, it follows that
VNS(pi) = η + βVS(γ2(pi))
= η + β[ηB(γ2(pi)) +D(γ2(pi))]
Equating VS(π) and VNS(π), we get,
W (pi) =
D(pi)−D(γ2(pi))
1 + βB(γ2(pi))−B(pi)
.
4) For π ∈ A4, VS(π) = RS(π) + β(1 − π)VS(p1,0) +
βπVS(p0,0). We need to compute VS(p1,0) and
VS(p0,0). In this case the optimal action for the π is
not sample the arm once and later sample the arm
always. Similarly if the initial action is to sample the
arm and later the optimal action is to sample the
arm always. This behavior can be observed from the
operation γ0(π), which is smaller than p0,0. Then, one
can easily show by induction that, VS(π) is linear in π
with slope m and intercept c1 as mentioned earlier. That
is, VS(p1,0) = mp1,0+ c1 and VS(q) = mq+ c1. Now,
VS(pi) = RS(pi) + β(1− pi)(mp1,0 + c1)
+ βpi(mp0,0 + c1)
= mpi + c1
Simplifying above equations, we have m =
R0−R1
1−β(p0,0−p1,0)
, c1 =
R1+mβp1,0
1−β .
Further, VNS(π) = η+ βVS(γ2(π)) = η+ β[mγ2(π) +
c1]. Equating VS(π) and VNS(π), we have
W (π) = mπ + c1 − β(mγ2(π) + c1).
G. Discussion
1) Markovian representation of fading channels: The pro-
posed model is aimed at fading channels that satisfy Marko-
vian assumption. Commonly used channel fading models
such as Rayleigh fading and the resultant exponential SNR
distribution, can be represented as finite state Markov chains
(FSMC) [48]–[50]. One method involved is to partition the
fading coefficients value range such that, the duration spent in
each state is the same, say τ. This τ depends on parameters of
the fading distribution of the channel. Suppose that, each ofM
different channels is represented using an n-state FSMC. If the
number of states n and the length of interval τ is fixed, then the
FSMC representation of heterogeneous channels may threaten
the validity of the conventional RMAB model assumption—
one state transition per decision interval. Our proposed model
remedies this problem by allowing multiple state transitions
(K) per decision interval and also, arms with different values
ofK. The authors plan to take up the case of randomK drawn
from a known distribution in future.
2) Whittle-index policy gain in moderately sized systems:
In our numerical study, we presented numerical examples with
moderate size systems in terms of the number of arms, say
M = 10, 15. From these examples, we observed that index
policy performs better than other policies; but, it difficult to say
about the optimality of the index policy. However, the Whittle-
index policy has been shown to be asymptotically optimal for
large systems,see [6], [51], where both the number of arms
N and the arms to be played per decision interval are large.
The analysis is usually done by using fluid approximation
technique. The analysis provided in Section III is valid for
systems of all sizes with M ≥ 1 and K ≥ 1.
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3) Approximation causes loss of history: When K is large,
we made use of the approximation γ2,m(π) ≈ qm, for all m.
Here, the belief update γ2,m(π) when not playing the arm,
becomes independent of prior belief π. That is, the history of
actions and observations described by sufficiently by statistic
π, is forgotten. Hence, we say that approximation causes
loss of history. It is possible that, this loss of history due
to approximation is detrimental to gains obtained by Whittle-
index policy. The index policy tries to maximize conditional
expectation of long term rewards, loses valuable historical
information along the way as a result of this memory loss.
Hence, when approximation is used, its performance might be
lowered and become comparable to myopic policy.
4) Trade off between information gain and computational
load: Notice that, for the case ρ0 = 0 and ρ1 = 1, the
state of an arm at the beginning (first slot) of a session
when it is played, becomes exactly observable at the end
of the session through the feedback ACK/NACK. Hence,
we could obtain a closed form expression for Whittle-index.
Similarly, for ρ0 = 0 and 0 < ρ1 < 1, the state of arm
at the beginning of the session becomes known when ACK
is observed at the end, and not otherwise. Even then, we
were able to compute the index expression except for one
belief region. This suggests that, the less information gained
from playing an arm, the more difficulty in obtaining closed
form expression for index. We devised an index computation
Algorithm 1 for the general case, i.e., 0 < ρ0, ρ1 < 1. Index
computation algorithms based on stochastic approximation
schemes are often computationally taxing because index needs
to be computed offline and stored. Also, the accuracy of index
computation algorithm depends on tolerance level h. A smaller
tolerance level h requires larger computation time and vice-
versa. Thus, there is often a trade off between the information
gain and computational load.
5) Complexity of online implementation: Two cases arise
during online implementation of the model. The first is
when closed form index expressions are available, where the
decision maker for an M -armed RMAB would require to
make O(M) computations every session. The second case is
when closed form index expressions are not available and the
decision maker searches for the appropriate index value from a
database of stored values from offline computation over a grid
of belief points. Hence, the complexity of this search shows a
polynomial increase with the fineness of the grid. An important
study would be to look into change of decisions with slight
change of transition probabilities.
6) The case of multi-state arms: The RMAB with partially
observable states is generally analyzed in literature for two
state model. However, in many applications larger number
of states might be required for accurate representation of
communication channels. In such cases, the proposed model
can be applied using state aggregation. Further, limited work is
available on multi-state model for partially observable RMAB,
see [51]. For a multi-state single armed bandit, the optimal
policy of the corresponding POMDP is not threshold type.
Hence, in [51], the POMDP is modified by making steady state
approximations; the modified POMDP has optimal policy of
threshold type. The approximations in [51] are valid for large
number of arms and large number of states. The applicability
of this analysis while allowing multiple state transitions per
session, needs careful study.
